
Rainbow Men�
Main Market Rd, Badi Basti, Pushkar, Rajasthan 305022, India

(+91)8949439662,(+91)9414260770 - https://www.the-rainbow-
restaurant.business.site/

Here you can find the menu of Rainbow in Pushkar. At the moment, there are 17 menus and drinks on the food
list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Abhishek M likes about Rainbow:

Only best resto stay in pushkar Plz visit no paid promotions no paid comment please visit on gopal uncle is best
and staff is also cooperative and and and Food is best in all over Pushkar specially pizza and view is best and
rate are also reasonable please don’t shay to come ask then what you want if they have that facility they will

definitely provide you…. Have fun I enjoy Thank you gopal uncle for fantastic night... read more. What Bishnu B
doesn't like about Rainbow:

The restaurant is located about 7-8 mins of walking distance from the Brahma Temple. Food taste was okay.
Quantity served is good. Seating arrangements was a bit cozy. Little space for ease of walking would have been
better. Also to reach the restaurant, one needs to climb 2 floors of stairs. View from the restaurant is good. Price

was average, not too costly. Hotel owner is a very nice person who interacts with most... read more. A visit to
Rainbow is particularly valuable due to the extensive diversity of coffee and tea specialties, One also prepares
menus tastily and freshly with typical Indian spices. Additionally, you're in for typical Italian cuisine inclusive of

delicious classics like pizza and pasta, You shouldn't miss the opportunity to try the delicate pizza, baked fresh in
an original manner.
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Past�
RAVIOLI

Orienta� dishe�
FALAFEL

Gnocch�
GNOCCHI

Vegetaria� dishe�
PITA

Desser�
BROWNIE

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

So� drink�
LEMONADE

M�ica� dishe�
BURRITO

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Shish�
MINT

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

Restauran� Categor�
ITALIAN

Ingredient� Use�
PESTO

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

TOSTADAS

SALAD

ICE CREAM

PIZZA
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